INDIAN INSTITUTE OF INSURANCE
SURVEYORS AND LOSS ASSESSORS
(Promoted by IRDA, Govt. of India)

Dear Members,

27/04/2022

IIISLA has been facing false communication spread by many unauthorized social media platform & Google
groups made by certain identity. These groups have been interested in spreading news and so-called
voices of IIISLA, which at times have been creating chaos.
The institute never ever felt the need till now, but now has decided to move a bit further to this new age
of social media and Google groups by announcing the Official google group of IIISLA. All IIISLA members
can register with their membership number (if submitted while joining the group for validation to accept
membership) , which will be validated at the HO and group membership provided.
The Institute has decided to post valuable information and matters of concern to its members (via) our
official website and through this google group. This will be a healthy forum and will always look for
healthy debate and inputs from members.
With this IIISLA would like to make it clear that other such existing groups are nowhere related to IIISLA
or its happenings, and IIISLA will not be liable for any communications or discussions in such groups,
which if by mistake is followed by any member.
The members are requested to neglect and de register themselves from other such groups, If interested
in valid, authentic and right information about our Institute. This Google group on behalf of the BOD of
IIISLA will be maintained by the HO.
We whole heartedly welcome all our surveyor fraternity in profession and in membership with IIISLA to
join the official Google group of IIISLA.
All members of IIISLA will be receiving invitation to join in your mailbox in a few days from now, as
maximum allowed to add in a day is 200 members. All are requested to check the mailbox and join the
official IIISLA Google group.
indian-institute-of-insurance-surveyors--loss-assessors@googlegroups.com

Regards
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For the President
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